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Introduction
What is the relationship between queer content and queer forms?
An excellent question, one that’s been on my mind as a playwright for many years. My work to date has
been very much text-based in an old-fashioned kind of way, but given the rich history of queer writing
that we’ve inherited I think it’s not difficult to make a strong argument for translating the queer word to
the queer stage in such a way that the form of stage presentation is governed by the underlying text – or
that the composition of the text might be governed by the anticipated form of its presentation. In short:
content and context need not be independent variables.

Lawrence Aronovitch was born in Montreal and went on to study history and physics at Harvard University. This led
to a career in the U.S. space program and then an invitation from the Canadian government to come home and
help start up a Canadian space agency. Lawrence also spent many years working as an activist for queer issues in
Canada and abroad and is a former vice president of Egale Canada and a former coordinator of the International
Lesbian and Gay Association. Writing plays seemed a natural next step after many years of working on satellites
and same-sex marriage; curiously, the many experiences he's had outside the theatre have helped inform his
writing on issues important to him. He is a former playwright in residence at the Great Canadian Theatre Company
and his works have been presented in Canada, the U.S., Ireland and England.
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I offer as an example a recent experience, the mounting of “Just Mingling: A Queer Theatrical Salon” at
Ottawa’s Arts Court, in which two colleagues and I worked with the explicit intention of creating a form
that reflected the content of our text.
A Queer Writing Collective
In 2014, two other queer writers in Ottawa, Margo MacDonald and Sarah Waisvisz, and I came together
to form a queer theatre writing collective, which was really just a fancy way to describe the three of us
getting together over tea (generally followed by gin) to support and encourage one another in our
writing.
At the time, Margo was
working on “Elephant
Girls,” a play she went on
to present at the Ottawa
Fringe Festival last year;
Sarah was working on
“Monstrous,” a work that
mounted at the
undercurrents festival in
Ottawa earlier this year;
and I was working on
“Finishing the Suit,” a
play that will premiere at
the Gladstone Theatre in
Ottawa next season. We
would write; share what
we wrote; critique what we heard; and then enjoy some small refreshment as our reward. We valued
our mutual support, but one day we had an idea: as fun and inspiring as it was to encourage each other
in our separate projects, why not work together on a joint project? Each of the pieces we’d already
shared was thoroughly infused with queer themes, so what about finding some sort of queer link for
three new works that we might write?
At the same time, we were told by a local journalist that there was a dearth of queer theatre in Ottawa –
not exactly news to us, but an affirmation that further inspired us to do something about it. Thus we
decided not only to create some new works but to present them as well. Like many other theatre artists,
we each had experience as performers and as producers as well as writers, so the notion of presenting
wasn’t entirely foreign to us. But we saw immediately not only the value but the necessity of ensuring
that the form of what we did matched its content. And that necessity was driven as much by the
essential queerness of our project as by anything else.
What we decided to do in our pieces was to write about queer writers of the past. We each selected
quite different historical figures – Radclyffe Hall, Lucie Schwob, Suzanne Malherbe and W. H. Auden –
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and set our pieces in different periods from the 1920s to the 1950s. Each was a play independent of the
others and each had its own tone and style, but in common with the others each did try to focus on the
essential queerness of its subjects. And while our characters were drawn from queer history, part of our
approach as artists rather than as historians was not just to reconstruct but to re-imagine. In reimagining, we realized that just as the essential queerness of our subjects drove our texts, the essential
queerness of our project had to drive our form.
Creating a Salon
How best, then, for queer artists to tell queer stories about queer subjects? With little hesitation we
decided that we would present our works not as completed productions on a proscenium stage but as
works in progress in the context of a medium seldom seen these days, the salon. In centuries past artists
of many kinds, queer or otherwise, presented their work to gatherings of individuals interested in
learning about the cultural, philosophical and others streams of the day. Particularly in France, these
meetings were inspired by the Roman poet Horace’s cited aims for his craft: aut delectare aut prodesse
est, to please and to educate. As Margo explained to a reporter for Xtra, we wanted to create an
environment “where
you dress up in
something fabulous,
you go to somebody’s
hall or whatever, you
have some drinks,
meet some
interesting people,
somebody presents
their work and you
talk about it
afterward.”
In other words, we
wanted to create an
environment that
would encourage our
audience to mingle with us as well as each other – hence the title for the evening, “Just Mingling.” We
also felt that the salon format would serve to reinforce the content of our plays. We were writing about
literary artists, and the salon was likely a familiar and comfortable home for our plays’ characters. In this
way context would complement content in a way that would not have been possible in the more
traditional music-stand format for a staged reading.
With these goals in mind, we undertook to develop a format for the evening that would appeal to a
variety of potential audience members: theatregoers, of course, but also those who might be more
interested in the literary arts as well as the queer community in general. We invited a drag king, Titus
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Androgynous, to serve as host for the evening. We designed promotional materials that we hoped
would set the right mood. We arranged for music. We set out tables cabaret-style for the audience and
had a bar serving drinks and light snacks. And we invited the audience to dress for the evening –
preferably in vintage outfits reflecting the periods of the plays presented – as a signal that though the
evening was informal, it was still special.
Whose Salon is it, anyway?
Our planning paid dividends in that the flow of the evening unfolded exceptionally well and, in my
opinion, allowed for a more interesting – and, in fact, a more queer – presentation of the individual
plays than would have been possible in a more traditional format. The informality of the evening, as well
as the generally festive tone generated by the music, the outfits, and particularly the host’s easy rapport
with the audience, lent an essential contextual element to the audience’s appreciation of the content of
the plays – a bit of Pride spirit for an otherwise chilly Ottawa evening.
And it was that Pride spirit that proved key to the evening’s success, because it suggested that in fact
this was not only or merely a “writer’s salon” or an “artist’s salon.” Rather, we offered our audience the
opportunity to create their own salon in their own image. With an evocative photo from our
promotional materials as a guide, many audience members accepted our invitation to dress for the
occasion, whether with simple period accessories such as hats or neckties, or in more elaborate outfits
and costumes. We were delighted that the tone of the evening inspired some of those present to sing
and dance – to
perform –
tthemselves.
With respect to my
own play, I chose to
incorporate some of
the form of the
evening – a staged
reading – into the
script insofar as I had
my character
delivering a lecture to
an audience. Although
he does not explicitly
invite audience
participation, our
salon audience felt so
perfectly at ease and so gladly adopted their own persona as “audience” within the context of the play
that they often responded aloud to many of my character’s lines or spontaneously offered their own.
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Thus, everyone could
participate in the
evening as they
wished, expressing
their own sense of
pride and in the
process appropriating
for themselves a
sense of the historical
periods presented in
the plays. The evening
was as much by and
for the audience
members as it was by
and for the artists
presenting the plays.
Conclusion
By all traditional measures, the salon run was a success: good ticket sales, good word-of-mouth, good
feedback to the three playwrights on their works in progress. But perhaps the most significant measure
of the salon’s success was in terms of the audience’s ownership of the entire evening: its appropriation
of the salon format, of the history within the plays, and of the queerness of the evening in terms of both
content and form.
Among the more frequent comments I recall from the salon was the hope that there would be future
such salons – not necessarily as vehicles for the work specifically of myself or my “Just Mingling”
colleagues, but as a model for presenting other queer art. While Margo, Sarah and I do feel we might
undertake such a project again with future plays of our own, we are encouraged by the thought that
other colleagues might step forward and use our model for their own work as well, marrying form and
content and uniting artist and audience member for a uniquely queer experience.
Just Mingling: The Details
“Just Mingling: a Queer Theatrical Salon” presented three plays. The performances were given on Friday,
March 4th and Saturday, March 5th, 2016 in the Arts Court Studio, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
The plays were directed by Amy Stratton and stage managed by Laurie Shannon.
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Heartlines, by Sarah Waisvisz
The French WW2 résistantes and surrealist artists Suzanne Malherbe (aka Marcel Moore) and Lucie
Schwob (aka Claude Cahun) were two artists ahead of their time. Heartlines traces and reimagines their
courage to pursue art and love during wartime—at all cost.
Suzanne Malherbe: Sarah Waisvisz
Lucie Schwob: Margo MacDonald
The Auden Test, by Lawrence Aronovitch
A play about a poem about a painting about a myth - and what it means to be human. A tale
interweaving the lives and work of W.H. Auden and Alan Turing.
W. H. Auden: Scott Garland
Rap Once For Yes, by Margo MacDonald
Radclyffe Hall plans to hold a seance to conjure up the spirit of her former lover, Mabel. She wants
Mabel’s blessing on her new lover, Una. Radclyffe’s friend—a young, up-and-coming playwright named
Noël Coward—plans to stop her. Or at least have a jolly good time poking fun at her for trying.
Noel Coward: Matt Pilipiak
Radclyffe Hall: Margo MacDonald
Mrs. Osborne Leonard: Sarah Waisvisz

